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Decision Making

The decision-making approach of the administration paralleled this
effort to create new relations with both Israel and the "nationalist" Arabs.

There had been widespread criticism of Eisenhower for being 50 removed from
the details of the policy process that his thinking remained uninformed by the
debate within the bureaucracy and among his advisors. His strong dependence
on one advisor, Dulles, was also much criticized. Kennedy entered the White
House determined to break down Eisenhower's staff system, which he saw as
deadening.

ln the light of outside recommendations and his own personal style, Ken
nedy involved a wider variety of advisers than ever before in formulating policy,
with the White House becoming more important as an arena of intluence and
debate. The National Security Council under McGeorge Bundy assumed the
prominent role it has played ever since.19 Kennedy's foreign policy apparatus
offered access to an active, dynamic White House staff with pipelines to compet
ing views.

Whereas Eisenhowerhad personally disliked having groups of Americans
competingfor intluence overU.S. Mideast policy, Kennedy institutionalized the
contlict in the White Housestaff. Robert Komer, an official whom McGeorge
Bundy had hired from the CIA to deal with Third Wodd matters, was noted for
advocating an opening to Nasser's Egypt. Komer presented to the president the
view prevailing at the State Departm,ent and the CIA. A vailable to advise Komer
were several experts with experiences from outside the government. These in-
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. Eisenhower's impartialityj but heturned its assumptions upside down. Eisen
hower and ~lles had disttusted Nasser and regarded Israel as an albatross. Ken
nedy instead· balanced off competing regional and domestic forces by creating
new ties to Cairo and embracing the Israelis. Before his administration, Israel
had been treated by policyrÍl.akers as an embarrassment to the United States.
Now the president spoke openly of ties to the ]erusalem government and of its
close relations to the United States. Kennedy accepted lsrael as a positive force
consistent with American ideals.17 For example, in a message to the Zionist
Organization of America's annual conference in mid-1962, he stated, "This
nation, from the time of President Woodrow Wilson, has established and con
tinued a tradition of friendship with IsraeI because we are committed to all free
societies that seek a path to peace and honor and individual right."18

The area's temporary quiet facilitated this turnabout in American think
ing. Kennedy had demonstrated that Israel could be celebrated-at least rhetor
ically-for its special connection to the United States without undue negative
effects on America's policy in the region.
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Middle East-although largely a sideshow during the Kennedy
the pattems predominating elsewhere. In seeking "progressive"

,..,.-n. nationalists in the Middle East, Kennedy chose Nasser as the only
''at\didate. The sole alternative, feeble King Saud, was not seen as a

:V-type."H With Nasser's nonalignment to be respected, not berated,
'ew Frohtiersmen were more prepared than their predecessors to distinRUish

.. ' '1 Arab nationalisni and Moscow-comrolled communism. Seeking
;vent polarization o t e area a ong East-West lines, they hoped to detlect

.iets a~ention toward Egyptian domestic problems and encourage him to
coOperate with the United States, which might result in Nasser's being more

~ed toward Israel., Through Na~~r, they would approach American rela. 'toward the Arabs ln a more poslt!ve framework.15 For example, Bowles's
Mtreport to the president on his February 1962 trip to Cairo was filled with

"..••• lstn about the "extremely competent men" leading Egypt, as well as relay•.··,~pnvat~ reassura~ces from ~~er that "th~ UAR w~ll never attac~ [lsr~el]
'P.••• Mld • commumsm as a pollt!cal or economlc system IS unworkable ln Afrlca,ar.Middle East. "16 The Egypt-firsters, in political purgatory since the Aswan

Etam áffair, now emerged as a significant intluence on American policy.
, As in other regions, the new policy eventually confronted uncomfortable

and conipromising choices. Nasser did respond favorably to Kennedy's over
tures, hut the potential of a new American-Egyptian connection soon evapo
rated~ Nasser's indépendent posture in foreign affairs and his pan-Arab
ambitions led him to oppose conservative and pro-American Arab governments,
forcing the administration to movetoward defending the regimes favored by
Eisenhower.

The uniqueness of the Kennedy policy did not lie solely in its initiative
toward Nasser, for many officials had decried for several years American aliena
tion from this largest and most important Arab country. Rather, Kennedy's po
litical skill was shown in his ability to combine policies in new packages even
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Only a few years ago all thoughtful observers were clearly concerned about
Soviet penetration into the Middle East. Many thought that Egypt, for
example, was on the road to Soviet control. Yet today Násser's nationalism
fiercely combats internal communism and his relations with the U.S.S.R.
grow increasingly cool. Although the situation in the Middle East remains
unstable and unpredictable, the Soviet gains here run far behind their
,expectations.24

managed to kill the appointment. Robert Lovett, staunch opponent of the cre
ation of lsrael untilthe last moment in 1948, was then offered the job, but he
turned it down because of ill health. When Dean Rusk was considered, Ken
nedy's staff did not realize he had been a prominent State Department opponent
of Israels establishment in 1948. Given the issue's low salience in this period,
Rusk would probably have been chosen even had they known. Few except Isra
els staunchest supporters and the officers of the Near East Bureau even won
dered about Rusk's Middle East position. Rusk was also a protege of John Foster
Dulles, suggesting a continuity at Foggy Bottom that applied to the Middle East
as well. 23 When policy did change, the differences were often subtle and the
locus for change was at the White House rnther than the State Department.

The new approach to Nasser can be illustrated by a statement by Under
Secretary of State Chester 80wles in fall1961:

Policy toward the Arab World

In attempting to arrange a new relationship with Nasser, 'Kennedy relied Ion a person -to-person, presidential gambit of direct correspondence. lnstead of

the dry State Department letters- "documents that sounded like treaties"
Kennedy had letters written in his own personal style. Several Arab leaders
received them, but the central target was Nasser.25 Dissatisfied once with an
aide-mémoire that Badeau was to carry back to Cairo, the president called in a
secretary and personaHy redictated it. Generally, the letters were "correct and
polite, but very frank indeed"; yet, they created a "feeling" of dealing between
equals. There still were no private arrangements or understandings. As Kennedy
admitted at a mid-1962 news conference, "We continue to attempt to have
good relations with the U.A.R., but I have received 'no information or as
surances from President Nasser in regard to any future policy decisions which he
might make. "26

Future events were rapidly to confirm this description. In September
1962 NasserreleasedKennedy'sHrst letter and his own reply, an act that infuri
ated the president and began his disillusionment with his Egyptian counter-
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iBUded Phillips Talbott, the assistant secretary for Near East and South Asian
~ whose major experience had been in South Asia, and John Badeau, the
~dor to Cairo, an arabist with many years of experience in Egypt. Komer
iWás lllso in close touch with officials who conducted relations with the Arab world
rtkhin the State Department hierarchy.

On the other side of the policy fence, Kennedy asked Myer Feldman, his

deputyspecial counsel, to plav the role of conduit for the attitudes of lsraelis,
"'1Sh leaders, and congressmen inclined toward the lsraeli position. Feldman, a

"br.ho made no secret ofhis attachment to lsrael, had handled lsraeli matters for~edy in the Senate where he had served as a legislative aide. His mandate was
~luoiager than that of previous officials who had carried the "Jewish portfolio."

'; 'Feldman's responsibilities extended to day-to-day operations. For example, in
• !Mld-1962 Feldman telephoned T albott to ask why the State Department regularly

liottght to dissuade foreign governments from establishing their embassies in lsrael
"lnJerusalem. His phone call did not change policy, but it did lead the department
tomake a fuH explanation to McGeorge Bundy.2D In addition to Feldman, other
pro~lsraeli "insiders",and "outsiders" were available to feed into the White House
-SYStem.They, included Philip Klutmick, the former B'nai B'rith president and
the~ one ofAdlai Stevenson's assistants at the United Nations; Abraham Fein
berg, prominent Democratic party fund raiser; Abraham Harman, the lsraeli
ambássador; and a number of pro-lsraeli Democratic congressmen.

The arrangement covering Feldman and Komer had an essential asym
, me~; except for lsrael, Feldman dealt with domestic, not foreign, affairs.

Komer,on the other hand, was a high-ranking member of the prestigious Na
. tional Security Council staff. Feldman's selection suggests Kennedy's keen

awareness of the domestic significance of the lsraeli question.
" It also demonstrates the presidents preference for having direct informa

tion from individuals with opposing views. 80th men often wrote memos pre
senting their positions and often argued before Kennedy personally, insuring
that the president would be exposed to each side's arguments. The president,
whose workschedule often included a long stav at his living quarters during the
midaftemoon and late working hours in the office, liked to conduct minidebates
with aides on key issues late in the dav. When an issue wasbeing considered at
Oval Office gatherings, Feldman and Komer (or, perhaps, Bundy) would argue
different, sometimes opposing, sides of an Arab-lsraeli question. Thus, this pres
ident, more than others, assured his exposure to aH arguments at issue in any
particular situation.21

Many observers have argued that the new presidents inspiring new' or
atory veiled a preference for the old policies and established figures.22 The selec
tion process for secretary of state illustrates this anomaly. Senator J. William
Fulbright, long noted for opposing many of lsraels policies, was actually Ken
nedy's Hrst choice for the post. When the word leaked, civil rights proponents
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for the United States to side with an Arab regime committed to political
progress.3Z

ln the Near East Bureau under Phillips Talbott, some officials hoped that
recognition would limit Nasser's involvementj others argued more bluntly that
recognizing Yemen would give the United States more dout with Nasser and
would make him more amenable. This argument was strengthened when Nasser
seemed to promise Ambassador Badeau thatYemen would not be used as a base
for attacks on neighboring Saudi Arabia and the British possession of Aden.
Since intelligence reports predicted defeat for the Yemeni royalists, it was also
hoped by some supporters ofU.S. recognition that such a step would prevent the
U.A.R. and the new regime in Yemen from involving the Soviet Union.33 The
key people backing recognition were Rusk and Komer.

A curious coalition opposed recognition, although their position was not
coordinated. Major Pentagon officials and the British were oppos.ed on the
grounds that it would weaken the British position in Aden. Oil representatives
and diplomats in Jiddah were opposed because they feared that the new Yemeni
regime would threaten Saudi Arabia. Feldman and his allies were unenthusiastic
and cautious; they came up with the idea that if recognition occurred, a quid pro
quo should be demanded from Nasser, such as reducing anti-Israeli propaganda,
but they did not make this recommendation in time for it to be acted upon. The
decision to recognize came in mid-December. Afrerward, pro-lsraeli con
gressmen and groups were generally critical of the decision .

The arguments in favor seemed more powerful to the president because
the republicans appeared to be gaining and the royalist opposition on Saudi soil
to be waning. The argument that prevailed in Washington was that it would be
preferable to accept a fait accompli and gain points for the new Arab strategy in
the bargain. Before recognition was extended, the Sana regime responded to
American inquiries by announcing that it would reaffirm Yemen's intemational
obligations and would undertake to live at peace with its neighbors. J.4

Had the Yemen War ended soon afterward, with the anticipated victory
of the republicans, the intended effect of recognition would have been achieved.
Instead, the war dragged on and destroyed the new Kennedy approach to the
Arab wodd, tuming his policy into one like the old Eisenhower-Dulles defense
of conservatives. It was one thing to flirt with Nasser as long as he remained at
home and relied on propaganda to promote Arab unity. But Nasser was escalat
ing his involvement in the Yemen, and the Saudis-who were sUPpoSedly
aligned with the United States-felt threatened by his moves and were counter
ing with support for the royalists. Several American diplomats and oibnen began
to fear that the future of the Saudi regime was in jeopardy. Despite ~ecognizing
the Yemeni republicans opposed by the Saudis, the administration feared sup
porting Nasser against Jiddah lest Westem oíl interests and a major pro-Ameri
can regime suffer.35 Resolving this apparent contradiction in Americanpolicy
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part. Z7 Kennedy had cause to be embarrassed. Assuring Nasser that "our attitude
continues to be based on sincere friendship, " he stated as well, "I am also proud
of the real encouragement which my govemment and the American people have
in the past given to your aspirations and those of your countrymen, especially in
the critical days of 1956. "Z8 These were not sentiments the pro-Israeli forces
were likely to appreciate.

The substantive side of this "fresh effort" toward Egypt was increased aid,
especiallyPL-480 wheat,which Kennedy sought in the face of a Congress pro
gressively disillusioned with Nasser. Z9 There were other signs of the intent to
demonsttate "evenhandedness." For example, in April1962 the United Nations
Security Council condemned Israel (with the United States ·voting in favor)
because of an Israeli retaliatory raid against Syria. Publidy, the president main
tained a hands~off posture; privately, the president approved, according to Feld
man, because he felt he could not reverse Rusk, Bundy, Stevenson, and others
who wereall in favor of a U.S. vote for condemnation.30 Whenever United

Nations votes arose on Arab-Israeli issues, the positive impartiality pursued by
the administration was challenged. To vote against an Israeli position was to
court the antagonismof Israel and its supportersj to vote against Arab objectives
was to endanger: the policy of new relations with the Arab world.

.. ~ut Anlb-Israeli tensions w~re not what led to the breakdown of the new
Arab strategy.As with the early Eisenhower efforts, conflicts among Arab coun-

· tries were the cause. For example, when Syria withdrew from the union with
.Egypt, the problem arose whether to aliehate Nasser by recognizing the new

· regune. in Syria or to alienate Damascus by failing to do so. In the end the
Unii:ed States waited until the Soviets had themselves extended recognition.3I

The Arab conflict that broke the back of Kennedy's approach to Nasser
occurred inlittle known, backward Yemen, stillliving under a theocratic medi
eval regime barely affected by the modem world. In September 1962 the auto
cratic roler of the country diedj a few days later pro-Nasser army officers staged a
coup, ending ten centuries of the imamate. The revolt, however, was only par
tially successful, for the imam's son rallied his forces and retreated to the hin
terland along the border with Saudi Arabia. A dassic interventionist struggle

· evolved with the new regime in Sana, Yemen's capital, appealing to Nasser,
while the royalist forces sought aid from Saudi Arabia and Jordan-two coun
tries concemed that the defeat of yet another monarchy would threaten their
regimes.Gradually, Nasser's "Viemam" emerged. At fjrst Russian-made planes.
flew in arms and military advisers. By mid-October, regular Egyptian troops were
entering the country.

ln Washington these events set off a policy debate lasting through the
fall on whether or not to recognize the new regime .. Many American diplomats
at home and abroad favored recognition on the grounds that the new regirne was
bound to be better than itsanachronistic predecessor. Here was one opportunity
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meant ending the Yemen conflict as soon as possible by gaining a disengagement
of alI external forces.

ln Jiddah and Cairo, the American ambassadors sought to persuade
Nasser and Crown Prince Faisal (now in chargej he would become king in
November 1964) to disengage. In Cairo, Badeau 50ught to convince Nasser that
his' long,term interests involved good relations with the United States, and
these were being threatened by his Yemeni expedition. In Jiddah, Ambassador
Parker T. Hart assured Faisal that the United States was behind his regime
despite its recognition of the Yemeni republican government. Hart also encour
aged him to cease his backing of the royalists. In earIy 1963 the administration
encouraged mediators to arrange a settlement. lt was hoped an effective U.N.
emissary could be arranged, but with the situation further deteriorating,
Ellsworth Bu~ker was appointed as a special presidential envoy.36

The ensuing strategy failed. Several State Department and White House
officials had concluded that Nasser was too committed to the Yemeni re

publicans to withdraw precipitously and would if necessary extend the war into
Saudi Arabia.37 Moreover, if the war continued, 50me in Washington feared

.that both the UA.R. and the new Yemen regime would invite Soviet military
assistance. The way to attain U.A.R. withdrawal was to have the Saudis with
driw first. T~ encourage the Sa~dis along this path, Bunker would publicly
reassure Faisal ofAmerican support and offer eight U.S. Air Force planes to help
protect Saudi Arabia from the U.A.R. aircraft that were frequently raiding Sau

di villages suspected of serving as royalisthavens. The Pentagon, eSl'ecially theAit' Force, was opposed to this plan from the outset because the Dha'mn base in
. Saudi Arabia had been deactivated the previous year.38

There were other problems with this strategy. lf the eight planes sent to

Saudi. Arabia represented a serious gesture, the Saudis might treat them as a
factor in the war, thereby risking escalation and further American military in
volvement. lf, on the other hand, the planes were intended as symbols, they
might have a negligible effect on Saudi diplomacy. The strategy also depended
on Nasser's placing at least as high a value on relations with the United States as
the Kennedy administration placed on him. Shortly, the Kennedy team would
discover that their influence was Iimited in both Arab capitals.

Once Bunker had presented the planes to Faisal and returned to Wash
ington, it was.c1ear that Secretary General U Thant was reluctant to continue a
mediadon Iikelý to fai!. Therefore, Bunker was sent back to the area to try for an
agreement between Nasser and Faisa!. After engaging in shuttle diplomacy be
tween the two capitals, Bunker produced an agreement for disengagement, but it
broke down-in part because the deal was rooted in an American initiative and
did not fulfill the political aims of both parties, and in part because the United
States preferred U.N. observersrather than its own personnel to supervise the

1withdrawal.39 By the time the U.N. observer team began to arrive in the
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Yemen, nearIy three months had passed since the agreement had been signed
and it was already disintegrating.

The war in Yemen dragged on. There were other agreements between
Nasser and Faisal-in August 1965 and August 1967.40 Neither was more suc
cessful than the Hrst, but the Six-Day War 50 severely weakened Egyptian forces
that they never again attained a similar strengrh and their evacuation was com
pleted by December 1967. Subsequent Yemeni republican governments turned
out to be more moderate than other nationalist regimes in the area. In the long
term the United States had Iimited the Yemeni conflict without a threat to
Saudi Arabia, but in the meantime American efforts to establish a new rela

tionship with Nasser were ruined. When Lyndon Johnson became president in
late 1963, the atmosphere had been poi5Oned. In Washingron, Nasser's reputa
tion had plummeted. The Yemen War had forced the United States into the old
role of protecting conservative Arab regimes against the more progressive, a role
that the Kennedy administration had determined to avoid. The president grew
more skeptical of Nasser's motives before his fateful trip to Dallas. Although
some officials continued to explain Nasser's actions as motivated by domestic
Egyptian politics, others became disillusioned as well. Those who had argued
that Nasser was "the wave of the future" found it much harder to gain adher
ents.41

Symbolically, JFK had planned to invite both the Israeli prime minister
and the Egyptian president to the White House in 1964. King Saud had "isited
Kennedy in early 1962 and Crown Prince Faisal had followed later in the year.
Neither set of talks was successful. Meanwhile, plans for the Israeli visit went
forward and Levi Eshkol arrived in June 1964; the invitation to Nasser was never
delivered. Badeau later ruminated ruefully, "I am sure that Nasser didn't under
stand what made America tick ... I felt that it would do a great deal to make
our relations more understanding if he would just come to this country and see it
and talk with businessmen and 50 forth. Se I worked very hard toward that end
and I would have gotten it had not the Yemen war broken out and that put the
end to it. "42

By the time that Kennedy died, his initial policy lay in shambles, the fear
of falling Arab dominoes having surmounted the hope of a new relationship with .
a progressive nationalist. A few bureaucratic pockets stili cherished the Egypt
first strategy, but as a national policy, it was moribund and would not revive
fully untill973. By spring 1963, the administration was concernedabout the
internal turmoil in Jordan, believed to be inspired by Nasserist sympathizers.43
As in the Eisenhower era, intra,Arab tensions had undermined an American
administration's plans for a new foothold in the Arab world. The Kennedyexpe
rience is all the more representative because it occurred when the Arab,lsraeli
dispute was relatively quiescent.

When the Yemeni crisis destroyed the approach to Nasser, no new pol-
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it~ wete waiting to replace it. Kennedy's assassination removed a leader who
mfght have developed altematives; his successor was uninterested.

policy toward lsrad

I A major breakthrough in Middle East policy under Kennedy was the
. cóhc..· ept of improving relations with the Israelis. even while tlirting with Israel'smajor advecsary of the time, Nasser of Egypt. Administration personnel repeat

ed1t argued that there was no contradiction here. In describing a luncheon
meeting he had held with an Isradi official in early 1963, Komer reported:

The Kennedy administration reassured the skeptical Israelis that the
United States could support them with the Sixth Fleet in the event of local
instabilities.46 ln the meeting with Meir, the president stated, "I think it is
quite clear that in case of an invasion the United States would come to the
support oflsrael. We have that capacity and it is growing."47

Kennedy's administration supported these cordial remarks with substan
tive policies. During this period the Israelis had two major requests of the United
States: for the sale of Hawk missiles and for a satisfactory alIocation of Jordan
waters, an issue left over from the termination of the Johnston mission in the
mid-1950s. Kennedy backed lsraels contention that it could unilateralIy imple
ment its part of the Johnston plan despite persistent Arab opposition.48 But the
Hawk missile deal represented the most important policy innovation of the peri
od. For the Hrst time, the United States agreed to an arms deal with the Jewish
state. This new relationship with Israel had major long-term implications for
American policy toward the Arab-Israeli dispute.

lsraeli concem over Russian arms shipped to Egypt and lraq had led it to
ask for the anti-aircraft Hawk missile late in the Eisenhower era. When Kennedy
saw Ben Gurionat the Waldorf Astoria in May 1961, the lsraelis renewed the
request, but Israel was given the standard answer compiled by the State Depart
ment with the aid of the Pentagon.49 The United States would not become
engaged in rhe Arab-Israeli arms race. But the lsraelis and their supporters per
sisted. Feldman responded with a memo for the president in which he pointed to
a basic contradiction in American policy-the administration was committed to
a halance of arms in the Middle East, hut it was not prepared to redress the
imbalance caused by Russian aid to the Arabs.50

After debates at the White House between Komer and Fddman, the
president had the two investigate whether any other alIied weapon system could
counter the Russian arms effectivdy. The British wanted to selI Israel their own
anti-aircraft missile, the Bloodhound, and were opposed to American competi
tion. The White House concluded between mid-1961 and mid-1962 that no

altemative to the Hawk would satisfy Israel'slegitimate ~ecurity needs.51

Kennedy knew the implications of this conclusion. Although the Hawk I
was stilI classed as a defensive weapon, its sale could begin a new American
activity in the area and could welI hinder Kennedy's dialogue with Nasser on
Arab nationalism. Yet the critical problem remained that neither the Russians
nor the Egyptians were interested in an arms limitation agreement. The lsradis
could not acquire weapons elsewhere to effectively counter the Russian arms.
When Ambassador at LargeChester Bowles met with Nasser in Cairo in Febru
ary 1962, the Egyptian leader rejected the idea of a private understanding with
Israel on limiting the sizeof each side's military forces.52 Defense Department
evaluations confirmed that the Middle East balance of power might soon favor
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The United States, the President said, has a special relationship with Israel
in the Middle East really comparable only to that which it has with Britain
over a wide range of world affairs. But for us to plav properly the role we are
called upon to plav, we cannot afford the luxury of identifying Israel-or
Pakistan, or certain other countries-as our exclusive friends, hewing to
the line of close and intimate allies (for we feel that about Israel though it is
not a formal ally) a~d letting other countries go. If we pulled out of the
Arab Middle East and maintained our ties only with Israd this would not be
in Israels interest.

Tobe effective in our own interest and to help Israel, the President
continued, we have to maintain our position in the Middle East generally.
Our interest is best served if there is a group of sovereign countries associ
ated with the West. We are in a position then to make clear to the Arabs
that we will maintain our friendship with Israd and our security guaran
tees.45

I further queried the generally critical Israeli attitude about our Nasser and
Yemen polides, both of which I saw as quite in lsrael's interest. lt was
Soviet arms, not U.S. wheat or development credits, which enhanced the
threat to lsrael; nor was this arms tlow indirectly dependent on U.S. aid.
On the other band, to the extent tbat Nasser felt a vested interest in good
relations with us, he would obviously be on good behavior toward Israellest
he jebpardize this interest. I further argued that since we and the lsradis
had a joint interest in the preservation of Pro-Westem regimes in Jordan
~d (paradoxically) even in Saudi Arabia, our Yemen disengagement pol
icy made real sense from the Israeli point of view. 44

I·...' The president presented this ~ew ~~ilosophy to Foreign Minister ?oldaMelrat a late December 1962 meetmg m Ralm Beach. There the poltcy of
combining cloSe ties with lsrael with initiatives toward the Arab world was stip
ulated more clearly than on any public occasion during the Kennedy era. Ac

. cording to the minutes of the meeting,
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the Arabs. There were persistent reports in this period, for example, that Oer
man scientists were aiding the Egyptians with the development of missiles.53

ln June 1962, Assistant Secretary Talbott reluctantly informed the
American ambassadors to the Middle East of the impending sale. If the Israelis
were indeed falling behind in the arms race, what option was there? Even the
dubious ambassadors to the Arab countries had no effective counterargument.
As one of the participants later recalled,

We had a long debate at this ineeting as to whether this sale should be
made, of the Hawks. The eventual conclusion of the meeting was a reluc
tant agreement that it was all right, it should be done. The Ambassadors to
most of the Arab countries were very dubious, very nervous about it, but on
the basis that it was a strictly defensive weapon and that the Israelis in fact
appeared to be falling behind at the time in the arms balance and needed
some support, that this was probably the least offensive type of arms that we
could fumish-the least offensive to the Arabs-that we should go ahead
with the proposed sale of Hawks. 54

I· This decision, which would basically alter the American-Israeli rela
ti0!lship, was made then not because of. domestic politics but because of thepolicy. commitment to a regional balance of power, which the administration
believed in jeopardy because of Russian arms shipments to Iraq and Egypt.55 The .
White House decision-making structure, which gave the pro-Israeli spokesman a
voice in the process itself, did allow keý arguments to be made that led to a
successful conclusion of the arms deal. In the Eisenhower administration it

. would have been extremely difficult, if not impossible, for pro-Israeli forces to
have initiated such a process.

.' .While domestic politics did not influence the basic decision, they did
influence its announcement. Since the congressional elections of 1962 were
soon to occur, Kennedy was encouraged to set a deadline for the decision. Once

.he decided to selI the Hawks, he sought to receive credit in the domestic politi
cal arena. The White House leaked the information to several Jewish leaders
and some of the congressmen most active in lobbying for the sale. An article
soon appeared in the New York Times announcing the deal.56

The department immediately sent a telegram to relevant e~bassies indi
cating that the possible sale was "not a change or reversal of long-standing U.S.
policy.The U.S. intends to continue to avoid becoming a major supplier of
offensive or sophisticated weapons to parties to the Arab-Israeli conflict. It is [a]
single decision designed [to] meet [a] specific need for an improved air defense."
U.S. ambassadors in most Arab capitals were told they could reply affirmatively
if they .were asked whether the Hawk would also be sold to the Arabs.57 ln
keeping with the administration's effort to keep Egyptian support, a high-rank
ing official in the Near East Bureau had already informed Nasser personally. As a
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ln the Middle East we have the twin problems of being historically and
obviously associated with Israel and, especially in this Administration,
building on that association through our actions with respect to the Jordan
waters, Hawks, and aid, while at the same time wehave other respon
sibilities in the Middle East. !srael, the United States and the free world all

consequence his press was surprisingly quiet when the word became public.58
Several weeks later, Badeau reported that the U.S. govemment had "come off
as well as could be hoped on this one. "59 Other American ambassadors were
more apprehensive. The American embassy in then conservative Libya reported
that the sale "could serve as [a] catalyst to bring together vocal Libyan Arab
nationalists in ran] anti-U.S. and/or anti-U.K. attack." Protests from disparate
Arab regimes such as Jordan, Syria, and Iraq were also reported.60

Still the president maintained the pretense of no military aid to Jerusa
lem. In April of the next year, questioned about military assistance to Israel, he
stated, "As vou know, the United States has never been a supplier of military
equipment directly to the Israelis. We have given them economic assistance."61
ln the strictest sense, the statement was accurate, but as all the principal actors

well knew, the Hawks for Israel had already been ordered. Indeed, the Hawk Iissue had prompted a first-ever u.S.-lsraeli meeting in July 1962 to review the
regional arms balance, a process later continued in fall 1963 whefi the Israelis i
requested several new weapons.62

The Kennedy system also promoted economic assistance to Jerusalem.
When the Israelis sought to finance the Hawk deal by a long-term low-interest
loan, the Pentagon demurred because it preferred rapid payments and a State
Department paper likewise argued that the Israelis could afford to pay immedi
ately. But Feldman discovered that the Australians had made special arrange
ments with Washington for financing weaponry' Marshalling his arguments that
Israel could not afford strict terms and it deserved a better deal because it did not

receive military grant aid, Feldman used the Australian arrangement as a model
and persuaded the president to overrule the Pentagon. This decision was signifi
cant because it set a precedent for later weapons arrangements.63 Similarly,
when various nonmilitary types of foreign assistance for Israel were discussed,
AID and the State Department were invariably arrayed against the pro-Israeli
camp (congressmen, Jewish leaders, the Israeli ambassador, Feldman). In the
end, the president usually overruled the aid bureaucracies and substantially in
creased the sums for Israel.64

There was another face to the administration's Israe! policy, however; in
retum for the largesse extended, it sought Israeli cooperation with American
objectives and problems. Kennedy was cordial but explicit in his meeting with
Meir. His argument was essentially that the United States and Israel were en
gaged in a partnership, with responsibiliry on both sides:
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Let those refugees be repatriated to Israel at the earliest practical date who
are sincerely willing to live at peace with their neighbors, to accept the
Israeli Govemment with an attitude of civitatus filia. Those who would pre
fer to remain in Arab jurisdiction should be resettled in areas under control
of govemments willing to help their Arab brothers, if assisted and enabled
to eam their own living, make permanent homes, and live in peace and
dignity. The refugee camps should be closed.69

ln an interview with an Israeli newspaper in summer 1960, "Kennedy
stressed the· importance of the refugee issue."70 ln repeated private discussions with
Dean Francis Sayre of the Washington Cathedral and Feldrnan shortly after the
inauguration, he took a personal interest in the problem.71 AfterWhite House
consultations, an exploratory mission through the United Nations was chosen to
mask the American initiative in case of failure. The long dormant Conciliation
Commission for Palestine was chosen. Although it required cooperation with
the other two members, France and Turkey, using the commission permitted the
American special representative to serve as a United Nations official. Joseph
Johnson, president of the Camegie Endowment, was selected after discussions
among White House aides; he was asked to produce resolutions on the refugee
issue that might be considered at the United Nations with the support of all
involved parties.72 ln planning for the enterprise the president, Feldman, Bun
dy, Komer, Rusk, Talbott, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. (White House liaison with
Adlai Stevenson), Stevenson, and U.N. Secretary General Hammarskjold all
seem to have been involved.

ln September 1961, Johnson embarked on a fact-finding mission to the
area. With several Arab leaders, discussions were "realistic and quiet" in tone,
but they were "relatively vague. "73 When he reached Israel, however, Johnson
found that Ben Gurion and other Israeli leaders feared that the mission would

give the refugees a free choice to retum to Israel where they would serve as a fifth
column against the Jewish state. Retuming to New York, the UN. special rep
resentative prepared a report and invited the comments of the major involved
parties. The Israelis did not provide suggestions for revising the draft, but the
Arabs did. To the constemation of Foreign Minister Golda Meir, some of these
were accepted in the final report by Johnson. 74

By now, Meir and Johnson were developing what was by all accounts a
mutual antipathy.75 ln his first report, Johnson suggested in a general way that
the refugee question could be handled step-by-step as an issue isolated from the
rest of the Arab~lsraeli dispute. Even this tentative recommendation was at
tacked by Arab delegations, who stressed that the only solution for the refugee
question was the right of unqualified repatriation.76 Nevertheless, Johnson's
mission was renewed by the appropriate organs of the UN. in early 1962.
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have difficult survival problems. We would like lsraeli recognition that this
partnershipwhich we have with it produces strains for the United States in
the Middle East.65
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As Meir and Kennedy acknowledged to each other, delicate diplomatic
diffei'ences still existed between the two govemments-especially on how to
settle the Arab-Israeli dispute. According to the president, "a settlement might

. seem impossible to achieve, but it is equally impossible to let this dispute run on
ánd blow up. "68 Their specific differences included the questions of how to deal
with the UN. and how to deal with the refugees, both of which came to a head
in the extended discussions in 1961 and 1962 over the Johnson Plan.

Most new pr~sidents seek some step toward facilitating an Arab-Israeli
peace. Given the quiet of the period, Kennedy was content to provide oppor
tunities for bridgebuilding between Arabs and Israelis (in matters such as water
projects, desalinization, mixed armistice commissions, refugee problems, none
of which succeeded although they were not vigorously pursued). The president
had been particularly concemed with the Arab refugees. As early as February
1957, in addressing a meeting of the National Conference of Christians and
Jews, Kennedy had said:

The new policy of an extended hand toward Jerusalem, therefore, antici
pated a quid pro quo.· Kennedy was forthright in his mixture of friendship and
expectation: "This country is really interested in Israel, the President said, as he
is personally. We are interested that lsrael should keep up its sensitive, tremen
dous,historic task. What we want from Israel arises because our relationship is a
two-way street. Israel's security in the long run depends in part on what it does
with the Arabs, but also on us. "66

I Despite his stress on lsraeli responsibilities and American expectations,

the concentration on partnership and informal alliance with Jerusalem repre
sented a milestone in American thinking toward the Israelis. Certainly; neither
Truman-with his low security interest in Israel-nor Eisenhower-with his
view of Israel as a hindrance to American interests-could conceivably have
made the statements presented by Kennedy in his Palm Beach meeting with
Meir. Even though they were made privately, Kennedy knew that they would
soon leak. Te.n months later he reaffirmed his commitments to Meir in a letter
to th~ Israeli prime minister.67 just as the administration had appealed to the
Arab nationalists, its policies toward Israel were leading toward an era of cooper
ation between Jerusalem and Washington.
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